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Comment text:
As Chairman of Mill Hill Neighbourhood Forum and resident of Mill Hill ward, I think that if changes
are required you should pass the HA8 postcodes in Hale Ward to Edgware ward. The dividing Road
between Hale and Mill Hill Wards should then be the Broadway. This would harmonise the
community to people who strongly associate with living in Mill Hill. Depending on numbers across
the two Wards Hale and Mill Hill, I would then include both sides of Lawrence Street in Hale rather
than split Hale down the middle of Marsh Lane. If that doesn't result in a balance of electors in the
2 Wards then move Daws Lane, Hammers Lane and the properties within "Poets Corner" into Hale
Ward. This split would be the most logical for administrative boundaries without splitting
unnecessarily the community of Mill Hill. The name Hale is strange though so may better be named
Mill Hill North and the rest of NW7 would be Mill Hill South. This avoids moving properties from Mill
Hill Village or Mill Hill East into other Wards and splitting those who feel strongly associated with
Mill Hill. The benefit of splitting Hale and Mill Hill ward down the middle of the Town Centre (the
Broadway) which is 100 years old in 2020 is that we would then have 6 councillors caring about the
future and the management of our Town Centre thus ensuring greater attention to its development
as a thriving economy and attractive destination.
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Comment text:
You should take the HA8 postcodes from Hale and move them into "Edgware" ward. You should then
allocate more of the current and growing Mill Hill ward to Hale with a dividing line through the
middle of the Broadway NW7 such that all of NW7 postcode can be included in the two Wards which
you should rename Mill Hill North and Mill Hill South. The benefits are that 6 councillors would then
be responsible for developing the Town Centre into a thriving destination and everyone of the
residents who currently believe they live in Mill Hill would indeed be included in these 2 Wards thus
improving community cohesion. Hale as a name is not one that is recognised and if you live in the
HA8 postcodes you associate with Edgware and if you live in the NW7 postcodes of Hale you are a
Millhillian. This restructuring as proposed here could be very positive in aligning the administrative
boundaries with the physical area in which people actually live.
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